Sigils

So how do i make sigil ? There is a very good video already on the group but I keep seeing the
question.
Lots of methods exist. I will tell you what i heard and what i do but there is a lot more to know.
First you need to have your intention. Some say it must always begin by « i want » some say it
must me told as if already done. But it must always be positive.
So no « I would like not to be poor » but you can use
« I want money »
« Money comes to me »
« I have lots of money ».
It can be in the language of your choice.
Maybe you can use an expression that makes you think completely of your intention (« material
girl » by Madonna).
But always positive and without a doubt that you will have what you want. The power is believing
it working.
Say you choose « more money for me ». The first thing is to shorten it. You tale of all letters that
are there more than once.
MORENYF
Given the number of letter left and the method you choose you may have to take of the vowels. I
won’t for now, maybe later if needed.
You can use the letters in that order or in the order of your choice to make a mantra to repeat to
yourself while drawing it to strenghten your concentration :
MORENYF
ORMENFY...
or if you chose an expression or a song you can use it as your mantra. You can do without one
but i like having one.
For now let’s keep ORMENFY.
Now two options for me.
First is using a witch wheel of letters

Use the one you want, the one that give the best result...
Your sigil must be your own will drawn, so if you don’t like the result you can supress letters,
change the original phrasing, the letters order, the language, the wheel...
You begin with a little circle on the first letter and link the letters, either using straight lines or
curves, you can put little marks on each letter if you want.

I don’t like it. Too complex, i would probably try another phrasing or order letters rather than
suppress the vowels because there won’t be much left.
But I am just giving you tools, after that it’s up to you to draw yours.
So i will just put out the vowels.
RMNF

That’s the base after that you can transform it a little, it doesn’t have to be perfect it has to be
yours, represent your intention the best
Possibilities are endless

The second method is to draw the letters on each other to form a symbol
Again the possibilities are endless

And you can use wathever alphabet you want. Elfic one, witch one, hebraic, cuneiform, angel
one... just choose one on Google

Possibilities : endless really, just your imagination.
Especilally you can add lines or remove some
And you can combine two of them to create a mix

So let’s say this is your final sigil

Two « schools ».
For some you just draw your sigil putting as much intention, magic, energy in it and then burry it
or burn it.
For some you keep it. Personally i prefer to keep it. Either on myself or in my wallet for money or
under my pillow...
As a final touch i like to decorate the sigil like making it part of a bigger seal. You can add a circle,
a pentagram, diﬀérent symbols, repeat the mantra... make it look more sophisticated.
I like to keep one complicated looking (under pillow, on a pic of someone to protect...) and keep
the original sigil simple enough to be able to draw it in air with my finger repeating the mantra to
give it more strengh every time i do it
So i would simplify the sigil to be able to draw it from memory easily and put it inside a bigger
drawing
But it could have been totally diﬀerent

The more important are using what feels right to you. What is calling you more. What design you
prefer.
The mantra, the repetition, to keep it or burn it... all your choices
I don’t know if it’s true but more than one person told me that in magic you don’t always reveal
everything when making anything (Potion, Ritual, Sigil...) so you can explain everything to share,
get advices... but always keep something secret
À symbol that have a particular meaning only for you, hebraic letters used for their meaning as
tarot cards, secret alphabet, part of the mantra, explain but don’t give the exact phrasing or the
language used... or if you choose to keep it, you can add something on the back that‘s kept
secret to keep it’s power. You can share, a lot, just not everything.
That‘s my basics. I will enjoy learning what’s good or not and learn more,

